CERINNOV MACHINE TYPE 8TT 320
TOTAL TRANSFER SILICON PAD PRINTING MACHINE
FOR GLASS AND CERAMIC
FROM 4 TO 8 COLOURS
CERINNOV Group is pleased to propose a special offer for a new fully automatic Total Transfer Silicon Pad
Printing Machine.

The 8TT320 machine is designed for automatic decorating with ability to process from 4 to 8 colors using
silicon pads and screens for flatware and some holloware articles.
The loading, tilting, cleaning, decorating, and unloading steps are fully automatic and programmable
according to your production requirement.
CERINNOV is able to provide you with a complete range of colors solutions and consumables to be used
with this machine through our enamels factory EMAUX SOYER based in France near Limoges.
Visit EMAUX SOYER website for more details: here.
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Machine productivity:
Decors with 1 to 4 colors: up to 14 articles/min
Decors with 5 to 8 colors: up to 10 articles/min

Application examples:

Depending on your project and your needs, CERINNOV will assist you for the design and the supply of tools
and accessories for your application (pads, screens, colors, etc.).
Tests will be carried out in our workshop in Limoges France, to confirm the performance and meet your
technical target. CERINNOV fully masters the process of total transfer it has gained since 2008 with the
acquisition of the MALKIN brand.
This 8TT 320 machine is less than 2 years old, is in excellent condition (as new) and has been run shortly in
our workshop for testing purpose and was never used in production mode.

This machine is a great opportunity for 2 main reasons:
1- The machine being already built, it can be ready to be shipped very quickly to your
premises (1 month depending on the test protocol to be agreed).
2- The price is significantly discounted compared to a newly built machine.

 Click here to watch the video of a similar machine
You are welcome to come and see this machine in our workshop. We remain at your disposal for any further
information, and to provide you with a complete offer, (price, delivery time, warranty, technical description,
reference list, maintenance, technical support).

Contact us for a customized price proposal
CERINNOV SAS
2 rue Columbia – Parc d’Ester
87068 Limoges CEDEX – FRANCE
Tel +33 5 55 04 24 54
E-mail contact@cerinnov-group.com

